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For Peabody Energy, creating 

a sustainable global future 

starts with a social contract. 

Job one is to put people  

first through ensuring  

energy access for all and 

alleviating energy poverty.

For Peabody Energy, creating a sustainable global future starts with a social contract. Job one is 
to put people first through ensuring energy access for all and alleviating energy poverty. 

For 130 years, Peabody has powered prosperity. We are the world’s largest private-sector coal 
company and a global leader in sustainable mining and clean coal solutions. Peabody provides 
clean, affordable and abundant energy — vital for healthier and wealthier societies. And we 
believe it is within our power to end global energy poverty. 

Energy is essential to our modern world, the foundation of our global economy and an engine 
of progress for billions of people. Yet energy access is a growing need: It is estimated that 1.5 
million people are lost to the effects of energy poverty each year. Half the global population 
lacks adequate energy today to meet the most basic needs, and in the next quarter century that 
number will grow to 5.6 billion people. 

This crisis has a cure: Coal. The world’s fastest-growing nations continue to turn to coal to lift 
living standards and energize their economies.

We are advancing the Peabody Plan around the world to provide universal energy access by 2050 
through greater use of advanced clean coal technologies. Our path:

◗◗ Eliminate energy poverty by ensuring that half of all new generation is coal-fueled.

◗◗ Replace older coal plants with new advanced coal technologies.

◗◗ Develop at least 100 major carbon capture, use and sequestration projects around the 
world.

◗◗ Develop significant coal-to-gas, coal-to-chemicals and coal-to-liquids projects globally 
in the next decade.

◗◗ Commercialize next-generation technologies to achieve near-zero emissions.

Peabody is a global leader in clean coal technologies, advancing low-carbon and near-zero-
emissions projects and partnerships on multiple continents. We are the only non-Chinese 
partner in GreenGen, China’s signature low-carbon coal plant. We are a founding partner in the 
advanced Prairie State Energy Campus, an advanced supercritical coal plant. We are contributors 
to Australia’s Coal 21 Fund, proponents in FutureGen in the U.S., and joint venture participants 
in multiple coal gasification and Btu Conversion projects. We also work to educate all that energy 
access is a human right — as essential as food, shelter and water. 

Greater use of coal provides the best opportunity to achieve complementary goals of energy 
security, economic progress and environmental improvement. Through the Peabody Plan, we are 
charting the course for a sustainable energy future.
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